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THREE DEEP STRUCTURES IN FRENCH COMPLEMENTATION

Mitsou RONAT
(UCLA)

Until now, it has been taken for granted that the
underlying structure of a French complement was close
to the one proposed by Rosenbaum (1967) for most English
complements, i.e. : complements are NP's. Thus, Gross
(1968) claimed that all complements had a deep structure
such as :

ME Ice 3 [lui Qu S
EP Det Pro Modifier J

An obligatory transformation would delete the pronoun
Eluil, and the determinant [de] when the complement was
not in a PP. His main arguments were the following : verbs
taking complements generally can also have NP's in the
same paradigm; complements preceded by le fait cue have
almost the same meaning as bare complements and the former
are obviously NP's; there is a clitic pronoun le corres-
ponding to the complement in ;

(2) Pierre voudrait que tu viennes et Marie le voudrait
aussi

His hypothesis had the advantage of assimilating the
structures of complements to the structures of NP's which
in fact contain a relative clause.1 If this were true,
it would greatly simplify the grammar. However Gross him-
self indicate :se. number of restrictions on his rules; he
accounts for tnese restrictions by providing for verbs,
promms, etc., certain (ad hoc) features. At the time
Gross formulated his hypothesis, the formalism of gener-
ative grammar did not offer possible alternatives, as
the extended standard theory is now capable of doing.
I shall here address myself to his restrictions as well
as many others not previously mentioned by him, and treat
them as counterexamples to his analysis.

Lack of space does not permit the consideration of
the numerous problems posed by all complement structures;
I shall therefore restrict myself to a study of the com-
plements in direct object position. I shall propose an
alternative analysis, primarily claiming that complements,
in French, are not NP's and that instead of one kind of
complements, French has at least three kinds of embedded
clauses, depending,on, roughly, the introductory verb.

-Expanding Chomsky (1967) on bar notation, I would like
to show, using argubents from my work in progress, that
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the so-called emotive verbs are followed by S, verbs of
knowledge and belief (cognitive verbs) introduce S and
verbs of "communication", -ff; these distinctions will
result from the arguments below.

A brief summary of the restrictions on Gross' hyp-
othesis : 1) the clitic le represents the only case in
which a pronoun can refer to a complement,2 and even
then, not always. Compare :

(3)a. Pierre

I
b. de depart
c.xque tu partes 

m'attriste, il me fait penser
a l'hiver (cf.Kayne(1972))

(4) fa. ce ddpart 1, qui d'ailleurs est une erreur,
booque tu partes.1 plait a Paul

(5) Pierre croit ce d4part indispensable, mais Paul
le croit inutile

(6)Pierre croit important que tu partes, mais Paul
le trouve inutile (cf. Gross(1968))

Moreover, the clitic le can also refer to an adjective:
Pierre est intelligent de naissance tandis clue Paul le 
devient davantage tous lee jours. Since this le does not
make any agreement (feminine or plural) : lee singes sont 
imitateurs. mais certains hommes le(/xles)sont aussi,
Marie est ddja tres competente. mais Julie le (hela) de-
vient encore plus au'elle, we can say that le is a pro-AP,
distinct from the usual"pro-NP"clitic, which does not
permit us to say that complements are AP's.
2) OBJECT-PREPOSING is possible with verbs of knowledge
and verbs of communication, but seems less acceptable
with emotive verbs :

(7) a.?? Que tu chantes est aim6 par Marie
b. Que Jean Boit venu a 6t6 cru par tout le monde
c. Que le president Boit tomb6 est rapport6 par

lm presse locale

However, an embedded clause can never undergo OBJECT-
PREPOSING if the direct object is a complement :

(8)e.il est important que ce depart

f

ait 6t6
xque tu partesi 

remarqu6 par tout le monde
b.Jules raconte que 5 ton sourire 1 a 4t6 cons-

lxque tu ales sourij
tat6 par l'inspecteur

Thus, the first discrepancy between independent and em-

bedded clauses is shown by the fact that OBJECT-PREPOSING
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is possible in the former, but not in the latter. In
this case, French behaves like English. If we say, fol-
lowing Emonds (1970), that it is a"root-transformation"
which has moved a complement from the end of the VP into
an NP subject position in the grammatical instances of
(7), because they are independent clauses (root S's),
we can explain why this cannot happen in (8) : because
of the Structure-Preserving Constraint, which prevents
movement of constituents "into a position in a phrase
marker where the grammatical rules of the language do
not independently generate"them. Otherwise, we are ob-
liged to put an 'ad hoc restriction on OBJECT-PREPOSING.
3) there are other deep or derived positions in which
we could expect complements
cannot be found :
Apposition 

(9) Son activite favorite, la peinture
m qu'elle peigne

tOUB BBB dimanches.

if they were

V + Ou S + AdJ (to compare to (6))

(10) Pierre

NP's; but they

oocupe

juge imque tu chantesi indispensable
cela

AGENT=Np?OSING 3

(11) Jean est deou par mque tu partes
ton depart

STYLISTIC-INVERSION 4

(12)mQuand est important que tu partes ?
mIl demande quand est impoli que je cnante

(cf.: Quand est arrive ce gargon ?
Il demande quand est partie Marie)

The solution is : either adding ad hoc restrictions on
these rules or proposing that complements are not NP's,
but S's, placed under certain conditions by a well-de-
Lined rule in subject NP position. This also leads to an
explanation of other facts that the previous hypothesis
could not account for, e.g. all the differences between
the structures of complements which are revealed here im-
mediatelyby the constraints on question extraction :

(13)a. OA veux-tu que j'aille ?
b. Que Pierre aimerait-il que Marie lui rapporte?
c. Qu'apprehende-t-il que Jules fasse ?

a.moa Marie espere-t-elle que Paul ira ? 5
e.mQue sait-il que Marie voit ? 6
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f.mQue r6pond-i1 que Marie chante ?
g.wQuand balbutie-t-il que Paul part ? 7

(these facts are corroborated by equivalent constraints

on cleft-sentence extractions).

A - Paradigm (13) immediately distinguishes two classes,

(a.b.c.) in which the complement is in the subjunc-

tive mood, and (d.e.f.g.), in which the complement is in

the indicative mood. However, according to Gross (1968),

this important difference is only "superficial"; for him,

there is no need to distinguish these construction; the

subjunctive being only an adjunct to the indivative.

Nevertheless the subjunctive never occurs in independent

clauses, although we can find it, on the whole, in imper-

ative clauses Oue Paul parte , or exclamative clauses

Oue Dieu soit b6ni !: T in those case% the constraints

inside the sentence differ from the ones in subjunctive

embedded bentences; for instance?wcue Pierre parte en

gesticulant ! (VS. le veux cue Pierre parte  en aestiw

culant) and wQue Dien Boit beni A 5 heures! (VS. 11
souhaite cue Dieu soit beni A 5 heures).

Space does not permit further aualysis of this topic.

The above distinction is corroborated by other facts.

Kayne (1969) pointed out that L-TOUS is possible out of

an embedded clause; actually, thiss true only if it is in

the subjunctive :

(14)ate veultous qu'ils partent (= qu'ils partent %'SOUS j
faut

b.w..Te sales tous qu'ils sent pattis

d.wIl r6pond tous que les garcons aiment Marie

The constraints on coreferences traditionally explained

by "EQUI" (obligatory) 8 exist only in subjunctive clauses:

(15)a.mtu veux que tu viennes
b. tu esperes que tu viendras
c.Pierrei ditqu'il.s' amuse bien

With cognitive verbs, "EQUI" is optional, while it seems

somewhat bizarre with verbs of communication :

(16)a. tu esperesjque tu viendras}
lvenir

b. tu as r6pond9fque tu viendrasl
0*?venir

All these facts indicate that the boundaries between maw.

trix and embedded clauses are quite different; the cue in-

troduced by the emotive verbs seems to be more "transparent"

(to use Bresnan's terminology) than the others. Not quite
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transparent of course, because one cannot apply PASSIVE
in this way :

(17)a. Pierre exige que Paul parte
b.wPaul est exige par Pierre que parte

(cf. English : Bill is believed by Paul to be crazy)
Let us say (I am grateful to Joe Emonds for the suggestion),
that the 2321 which follows an emotive verb is not the sim-
ple complementizer that we can find in 3 or 3, but rather
is marked by an AFFECTIVE feature of the kind proposed by
Klima (1964). This (+Affect) feature would trigger
STYLISTIC-INVERSION 9 ; this predicts correctly that
STYLISTIC-INVERSION is possible only in embedded S :

(18)a. Pierre veut que partent lee enfants
boaierre sait que partent les enfants
coaierre raconte que partent lee enfants

French verbs will be subcategorized in the lexicon (fol-
lowing again Chomsky (1971) and Bresnan (1972)) with res-
pect to the choice of this feature. The subjunctive mood
would follow from the Affect complementizer. but this needs
further analysis.

B - Differences between (13.d.e.) and (13.f.g.) are
lustrated in that the latter, but not the former, can

take sentential adverbs :

(19)a.Jean dit qu'dvidemment Paul est parti avant la
finb.Julisla a repaa4u Su'heuremaement Paul 6-telt lA

c.xPierre sait qu'dvidemment Marie part
d.wMarie espere que naturellement Julie viendra
(cf.wwje veux qu'4videmment Marie parte)

I shall give other facts of the kind below.

C - Now I should like to explain why I use a hierarchy
for_describing the three kinds of complements : S,

S, and 3-, rather than the reverse, for instance. Intuit-
ively, we feel that S is less "free" than ff, and S less
free than S. S is a more closelytound part of the higher
clause, both in allowing extraction into that clause),
and in excluding certain sentential adverbs and other
independent clause constructions.
I.shall use also some concepts of Williams1(1971), trans-
posed into French Grammar. A property of introductory
verbs heretofore unnoticed, at least to my knowledge, is
their possible co-occurrence with the "small clauses".
Gross (1968) restricted his investigation to direct
and indirect object (Prep= A, de). The emotive verbs can-
not take Prslike (Place) and (Time); the verbs of know-
ledge and belief can take these pg4 but cannot take
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certain kinds of French participles (the(tout) en tant 
construction); the verbs of communication can take
both 10 :

(2O)Marie fa aimdl 5 heures que tu chantes
tveut chez elle

en lisant
(21) Marie a su a 5 heures que Paul dtait parti

mMarie a cru tout en lisant que Julie 4tait là

(22) Marie a racontd A 5 heures tout en travaillant
qu'elle avait visite toute l'Italie

(The same constraints occur when complements are taken as
subjects; although a corresponding semantic or contextual 
situation can easily be imagined, as well as in (20)-(22),
these are syntactically ungrammatical:

(23)mQue Pierre Boit lb, a ddplu A Pail A 5 heures
mQua Pierre Boit la a ddmontr4 a Jean dens sa

chambre qu'il avait dtd trompd )

These facts lead me to postulate that the emotive verbs
are, for instance, V, cognitive verbs are 7, and verbs
of communication, V . The underlying forms of (13) are :

(24) X [ vouloir [ y1]
V

(25) X E savoir E _ Y ji
(26) X E ,=rdpondre [=

V

It follows that the base grammar has to be reconsidered:
I no longer think that 7 -, V , or N H) N, but that
V, V, V, and N, ff, il, etc., are alternative derivations
of the rewriting rules : VP -->J! etc.

V...
At the same time, since the notation refers td possible
co-occurrences, this would simplify the subcategdorization
rules in the lexicon : each item is not only marked by
its categorial feature, but also by its hierarchical level.
My notation also means that, except for the ease of expos-
ition, I no longer make the binary distinction between VP
and V (verb phrase and verb), because each level of the
hierarchy is to be understood both as X-phrase and X with
specific properties.
Williams (1971) bases his hierarchy on increasing free-

dom of the I-phrase along with increasing distance to

the head. I recall his paradigm :
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(27) John hasn't offended Bill by telling jokes since
returning home

m " • Bill since returning home
by telling jokes

mm " N ~~ by telling jokes Bill since
returning home

mmm " • by telling jokes since retur-
ning home Bill

mmmm " • since returning home Bill
by telling jokes

mmmmm " ~~ since returning home by
telling jokes Bill

I add the idea of"increasing complexity" : items of a
higher Etiererchical level can occur with more types of
modifiers and complements than items of a lower level.

From., the same work in progress, I extract a tenta4ive
principle, simply sketched here :

(28) Hierarchic Principle : In the base grammar,

In 4> Tm, m> n, if X is a non-cyclical node.

This principle explains why vouloir cannot be followed
by auseffectivement Paul part. It also accounts for :

(29) .{la villeLsde la construction par

in the NP, and for :

(30) m la robe{ verteLde l'usur4I 
11

in the AP.
Thus this analysis of the three deep structures S,

6, and not only describes the differences between
complements, but fits into a general explanation of
other, independent grammatical facts.

D - Finally, I would like to point to a somewhat different
application of the above principles. These different

structures concern directly a theory of literature
because, after all, these verbs introduce dialogues,
statements, wishes, stream of conniousness, etc.
French _acts differently from English in cases;
according to Banfield (1973), for instance

(31)mRichard protested that, Lord! he didn't like it.

is ungrammatical; I would maintain that (32) is quite
possible in French :

(32) Il protesta que bon dieu! il n'aimait pas ca.
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(It is true, however, that, like English, French cannot

have "incomplete clauses" in indirect discourse :

(33)Clarissa whispered that there

mClarissa murmura que le)

Moreover, Emonds (personal communication) brought to my

attention that LEFT-DISLOCATION is possible in r :
(34) Jean dit que Marie, Paul va l'epouser

(cf.mJean sait que Marie, Paul vs l'dpouser

.0:.Jean veut que Marie, Paul aille l'epouser)

This is confirmed by the fact that in French, only 7 must
have a de dicto reading (following Partee (1971) and Ban-

field (1973)), while S and -§ are ambiguous as regards

de dicto and de re readings. In :

(35) Oedipe pense que sa mere est belle

Oedipus may or may not know that his mother is in ques-

tion, but in :

(36) Oedipe dit qu'heureusement sa mere est tree! belle

Oedipus must know that his mother is in question (of

course, if ea refers to Oedipe), as well as in :

(37) Oedipe dit "Ma mere eat belle".

In order to be universal, the constraints of Emonds

(1970) must be rede.fined for French grammar; in fact,

Emonds (to appear) argues that if certain kinds of em-

bedded clauses may undergo "root transformations", as

in (34) here, classical arabic or German, this is due

to the fact that these peculiar clauses, as opposed to

all others, are derived through other kinds of operations,

possibly generalized transformations with specific inser-

tional constraints. I would claim that N, but not S or a",
are the kinds of "S's" that act like embedded root S's

refered to by Emonds, Thisa plausible alternative for

French. I leave this question open,

In conclusion, we have seen 1) that an analysis claim-

ing that the French complements are NP's is unable to

explain all the discrepancies between the complements

I_have brought out : an analysis which distinguishes

three kinds of complements is (if not perfect) better

than en analysis which does not; 2) that the implicit

idea of the previous analysis, i.e. that French behaves

exactly like Englishi is due perhaps more to the HisTory

of Modern Linguistics than to the History of Indo-European

languages : the similarities between French and English
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are much more abstract, and belong to the UniversalGrammar (see s (8)).
In any case, these comparisons will have to be takeninto account by writers sufficiently daring to undertaketramd1ations to and from English and French. 12

700TNOTES 
1) Although Gross (1968) insists on the distinction "com-plement/relative clause" that we feel in the ambiguity of:(a) je suis content de ce qu'elle achete

(.1) du fait qu'elle achete)
(e2) des choses qu'elle achete)the principal argument supporting the existence of[luilwhich never appears in the surface structure of com-

plements, is its occurrence in the other parts of the
grammar, namely in demonstrative pronouns, which are
obligatorily followed by a "modifier" -cu/-1A, or a rel-ative clause

(b) celui -oi
/qua j'ai vu3

2) Cela seems to refer to a complement, although we can
find it where complements are impossible : je crois cela important, ii faut cue cela soit fait. It is more likelyto refer to an independent clause :

(c) Je eais cecisrMarie part
)que Marie part

fmque Marie partije sale celaMarie part. -

mque Pierre parte, je veux cela
m j'aime ceoi que Marie chante

(but : j'aime moi, que tu chantes ! )
See also Bayne (1972).

The clitios en, z, are pro-PP's, as Kayne(1969)
showed. Consequently, en and z cannot be arguments for
proving that complements are NP's, even if we have Pierre piattend A ce cue tu partes. mats Paul ne S'Y attend pas,
and Marie s'est avercue de ce cue Pierre &telt la. main 
Paul me e'en est vas encore avercu.

3) A well-formed construction should be :
(d) Jean est amuse par ce que tu achetes

but in this case, ce is felt as the object of achetes.
(d) would be impossible if the embedded clause had an
intransitive verb :

(e)mJean est amuse par ce que tu partes
We must say here either Jean est amuse de ce cue tu partolistwhich is not a real passive, or Jean est amuse varce cue 
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tu Tars, which means "because you are leaving".
4) of. Kayne (1972). He convincingly argues in favor of
two distinct transformations for inversion in interrog-
ative clauses; one, STYLISTIC-INVERSION, which moves
a full NP subject to the end of the VP, and the other,
SUBJECT-CLITIC-INVERSION, which reverses the finite
verb (or the Aux) and The subject clitic (very roughly):

(f) Quand est f-il pattiim-il ?
.Jean)Jean

5) croire is a strange verb for this purpose :
oa orois-tu qu'il vs ?

m OA Pierre croit-il que Marie vs ?
However, croire can be followed by either the subjunc-
tive or the indicative without any noticeable change
in the meaning of the verb, although there may be a
change in the presupposition :

(h) Crois-tu qu'il vienne? (Moi, je pense que non)
Crois-tu qu'il viendra?(Moi, je pense que oui)

to compare to :
(i) Sais-tu (mqu'il vienne ?

t qu'il viendra
s'il viendra

6) Of course :
(j) Quand a-t-il su que Marie part ?

is grammatical if aumnd goes with the matrix verb, il a
su A x heures aue Marie part.

7) The interrogative form is not possible either with
an independent clause containing a sentential adverb s

(k)mQuand heureusement Marie part-elle ?
Without going further into the problem of independent
clauses, we can suppose that no f+Affectjis ever present
in T.
8) For some evidence that EQUI may not exist at all in
FRENCH, see Ronat (to appear)
9)Added to which, Kayne's 5-WH7 permits distinction bet-
ween yes-no questions ana E complements from real indirect
questions :

(1) je demande que parte Paul

i
quand part Paul
msi pert Paul

je msais que part Paul

f

msi " "
quand part Paul

10) Many verbs are ambiguous; they may be used in two
categories, sometimes three. In those cases, we have to
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control them by means of the criteria established above,
in order to be sure of their use. Each time there is al-
so a slight difference of meaning. Ii a decrete cue Paul
Parte means "he decreed...", but il a decrete cue Paul 
6tait parti means "he got it in his head that..."; and
il balbutia cue Paul parte means"he stammered out the
order...", but il balbutia cue Paul etait rarti means
"he muttered that...", etc.
11) It was Richie Rayne who first suggested to me the
idea that a principle might exist to account for
this precise example.
12) I would like to thank Lora Weinroth for her valuable
help in avoiding gallicisms in this paper.
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